Determination of standard isotherms of the sorption of some vapors with cellulose.
Standard isotherms of the sorption of water, methanol, and benzene vapors on cellulose using a cellulose standard are determined. The standard, namely, mesoporous cellulose with specific surface of up to 350 m2/g, is obtained by the method of exchanging water in swollen cellulose with organic solvents. A comparison of the experimental sorption isotherm with the standard isotherm makes it possible to determine the specific surface of celluloses accessible a the given sorbate and, in combination with the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller adsorption equation, to characterize their surface properties. The identity of the sorption properties of the initial and dewatered (porous) celluloses relative to active vapors is shown, which evidences the assumed mechanism of swelling as the sorbent's division into morphological structures with the formation of new surface. A comparative analysis of the sorption properties of cellulose and silica, whose nature of active sorption centers is similar (weak acid hydroxyl groups), has been made. The affinity of the standard isotherms and close values of the cross-sectional area of different sorbates on both sorbents testify the similarity in their sorption behavior. Thus, the processes of sorption with rigid and swelling sorbents can be regarded in a unified context. Therefore, the adsorption models developed for rigid sorbents can be applied to cellulose sorbents to analyze their sorption properties.